
FLAG BURING CEREMONY

SUPPLIES: 
Flags to be retired
Sharp scissors
Fire 
Someone to play TAPS or a recording
Safety supplies: Fire extinguisher, shovel, bucket of water 1st aid kit

PEOPLE: 
Color Guard for the flag being used currently
Color Guard for retired flag = 6 to 8 girls
Caller
MC

MC: Ceremonies for disposing unserviceable flags originated at the American Legion 
National Convention of 1937. The flag Code suggests (not require) that “when a flag has 
served its useful purpose, it should be destroyed, preferably by burning.” The burning of 
a flag at any other time is disrespectful. This solemn ceremony will be conducted with 
the utmost respect. I ask that the audience please remain silent throughout the ceremony. 

CALLER: Color Guards attention! Will the audience please rise. Color Guard Advance. 
Color Guard halt! Color Guard post the colors. The Color Guard with the usable flags 
posts the flag and stands to the side to protect it during the rest of the ceremony. Please 
join me in the Pledge of Alligence. 

MC:  at this time you may read a poem or sing a sing When the flag of our country has 
become worn or damaged, the proper way to dispose of it is through burning or burial. 
We are here tonight to pay our last respects to this flag with love and reverence. Eash 
strip stands for one of the original 13 colonies, and each state is represented by a star on 
the field of blue. 

The flag to be cut is held by a minimum of 4 people, one at each corner. As the flag is 
cut the hands are moved to properly support what is left of the flag. The cutter begins 
cutting the stripes apart and lays them on the arm of another Color Guard  as she goes. 
If  you have have young girls you may do this in advance if concerned over how well  
they can do this. All strips are cut apart from the field of blue and each other. One at a 
time the stripes are laid on the fire. As each stripe is placed the original 13 colonies are 
called out either by the girl laying them or the MC.

MC: The first colony to enter the Union was Delaware. Soon came Pennsylvania, New 



Jersey, Georgia and Connecticut. Massachusetts followed  along with Maryland, 
Virginia, New York and  North Carolina. Last came Rhode Isalnd, and the United States 
was born. 
The field of blue with white stars represents the states that eventually followed. The last  
pieces shold be laid as flat as possible and not simply tossed onto the fire. 

Sing a song such as God Bless America 

CALLER: Color Guard attention! Color Guard remove the colors. Color Guard 
dismissed. The Color Guard follows directions and as they leave, the guard for the 
retired flag follows. Audience dismissed. The girls exit is silence while TAPS is played 
or hummed. 

IMPORTANT NOTES!

Follow all current safety guidelines from National. Make sure to go over them with the girls in advance 
of the ceremony. 

If you are retiring more than 1 flag, it is highly suggested the stripes be cut before the ceremony to save 
time. Use only 1 at the actual ceremony. Too many flags will take a LONG time to burn, so consider 
the number you intend to dispose of. You can always have another ceremony later. 

Make sure that all pieces of the flag have been completely burned before dismissing the assembly. It is 
suggested to use hot coals rather than a fire for 2 reasons. Placing pieces of coals will be easier for the 
girls and a fire tends to blow up pieces of fabric and you do't want bits of the flag flying everywhere. 

Allow the fire to die down on it's own, never use water to put it out. However, once the fire is 
considered to be fully gone, dirt should be shoveled on top so as to preventany embers from causing a 
serious fire. 


